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 Signal Reception

 Receiver Bandwidth

 Pulse Shape

 Power Relation

 Beam Width

 Pulse Repetition Frequency

 Antenna Gain

 Radar Cross Section of  
Target.

 Signal-to-noise ratio

 Receiver Sensitivity

 Pulse Compression

 Scan Rate

 Mechanical

 Electronic

 Carrier Frequency

 Antenna aperture
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 Amplification Function: Received echo signals have very low 

amplitudes ranging from 0.01 mW (-20dB) to 10-9 mW (-100dB). 

 Channel Selection and out-of-channel filtering function: A 

bandpass filer  to reject interference.

 Matched Filtering Function: The matched filter’s function is 

to admit  the maximum signal with minimum noise to maximize 

the signal-to-noise ratio.

 Demodulation Function: Removal of  carrier and recovery of  

the signal’s information is called demodulation. We have variety 

of  modulation and demodulation techniques.
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 The radio frequency processor is where signal and 

interference are treated at the echo frequency. Its primary 

functions are to filter unwanted signals, to attenuate very 

strong signals, and to amplify the signal plus interference.

 The Mixer: Mixers are used to convert a frequency lower than 

the carrier. The mixer in conjunction with local oscillator 

(STALO), translates the signal and interference to the 

intermediate frequency (IF).

 fLO <  fC :this process is referred to as heterodyning.

 fLO = fC :this process is referred to as homodyning.
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 IF Amplifier: is where the bulk of  amplification and filtering 

takes place an where the gain controls are usually applied.

 Demodulator: translates the signal and interference from the IF 

to its information (or base band) frequencies. Three types are 

common, Envelop, synchronous and I/Q.
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 A single conversion superhetrodyne receiver has a nominal IF of  30MHz 

and is to receive target echoes caused by illumination at 5.7GHz exactly. 

Find (a). The LO frequency if  it is below the echo frequency. (b). The LO 

frequency if  it is above the echo frequency. (c). Actual signal IF if  the 

echo has a Doppler shift of  +10000Hz and the LO is below the signal 

frequency. (d). Same as (c) but LO is above the signal frequency.

 Solution:

◦ (a). The Local Oscillator is 5.7GHz-30MHz=5.67GHz.

◦ (b). The Local Oscillator is 5.7GHz+30MHz=5.73GHz.

◦ (c). Doppler Shift of  10KHz, the echo frequency is 5.70001GHz. The local 

oscillator of  5.67GHz gives IF 30.010MHz.

◦ (d). IF of  29.99MHz
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 One disadvantage of  the heterodyne design is that two incoming 

frequencies mix with the LO to produce the same IF.

 To down convert 5.7GHz to 30MHz we require LO of  

5.67GHz.  
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 Gain.

 Gain Control.

 Sensitivity, Noise and Temperature.

 Matched Filter.

 Linearity and Dynamic range.
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 Gain: gain is by definition the ratio of  the receiver’s output power to 
its input.

 Gain Control: 

• Manual Gain Control (MSG): It is an operator or system which sets 
the receiver for a constant gain.

• Automatic Gain Control (AGC): It attempts to hold the amplitude at 
the output of  the receiver constant.

• Sensitivity Time Control (STC): STC varies the gain with time 
setting it low when the transmitter fires and gradually increasing it so 
that full gain is available for echoes form long ranges. 

• Instantaneous AGC (IAGC) and fast time constant (FTC):They 
cause the receiver  output power to be proportional to the magnitude 
of  the time rate of  change of  the input power, reducing the effect of  
extended interference.
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 It is a measure of  how small an echo signal can be successfully 

received

 Smallest return signal that is discernible against the noise 

background.

 An important factor in determining the unit’s maximum range.
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 Noise, is the ultimate interference.

 It is lower in amplitude than other interference sources and ultimately 

sets the maximum range at which targets can be detected.

 All resistances at temperature above absolute zero produces noise 

voltage across their terminals.

 The rms noise voltage across the resistor is.

◦ VN = rms noise voltage across the open circuited resistor.

◦ K = Boltzmann’s constant.

◦ T   = Resistor’s temp.

◦ BN = Noise bandwidth.

◦ R   = Resistance.

4N NV KTB R
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 Minimum Discernible signal (MDS): it is the minimum signal 
power which can be discerned from noise, usually by an operator.

 Noise factor/ Noise figure: it measures the thermal noise generated 
by the receiver compared to the noise produced by a perfect receiver at 
290K.

 Noise power at output of  a system is PNO = KTOBNFG0

◦ K   = Boltzmann’s constant.

◦ T0 = 290k.

◦ BN = noise bandwidth.

◦ F   = operating noise factor.

◦ G0 = the available gain from system input to output.

◦ Noise figure is given as:
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 (S/N)I = signal to noise ratio at the input to the system

 (S/N)O = signal to noise ratio at the output of  the system.

• If  it is assumed that all noise is at the system input, the 

equivalent input noise power is 

 PN = KT0BNF

 PN = system noise power reflected to the input of  the system.
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• It is another way of  specifying the noise produced.

• It is the temp at which an ideal system would have to operate to 

produce thermal noise equal to the amount of  noise the actual 

system is producing.

 PN = KTs B,                 Ts = To F=system temperature

 Ts = 290k
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 The input to a receiver with a gain of  104dB and bandwidth of  

1.5MHz is terminated. The Noise out of  the receiver is -2.5dB. 

Find the receiver noise figure and system temperature.

 Solution: The receiver equivalent input noise power is 

◦ -106.5dB (104dB below -2.5dB) or 2.24 * 10-14W.

◦ PN = KT0BNF,      Noise Factor = 3.73, Noise Figure = 5.7dB.

◦ Ts = To F  =  1082oK

◦ Note that the receiver is not at a temperature of  1082oK. It does, 

however, produces the same amount of  KTB noise as an ideal 

receiver at 1082oK.
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 It is the frequency range the receiver can process.

 Receiver must process many frequencies

 Pulse are generated by summation of  sine waves of  various frequencies.

 Frequency shifts occur from Doppler Effects.

 Reducing the bandwidth

 Increases the signal-to-noise ratio(good)

 Distorts the transmitted pulse(bad)
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A/D Converter Signal FilterMatched Filter
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Detection(CFAR)

Spectrum 
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 Modern radar signal processor work with I/Q demodulator.

 First digitized in the A/D converter.

 Applied to a matched filter for pulse compression.

 Clutter aliases to all multiples of  PRF, so signal filter (bandreject) 

is used to reject clutter.

 Spectrum Analyzer:

◦ Target echoes are segregated by Doppler Shift.

◦ Noise or any other random interference is spread equally through 

all Doppler frequencies.

◦ Segregation by Doppler frequency allows the velocity of  moving 

targets to be determined.

 The criterion for setting the threshold is usually to allow fixed 

number of  false detections to pass in a given time(CFAR).
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 A matched filter is a filter used in communications to “match” a 
particular transit waveform.

 It passes all the signal frequency components while suppressing 
any frequency components where there is only noise and allows 
to pass the maximum amount of  signal power.

 The purpose of  the matched filter is to maximize the signal to 
noise ratio at the sampling point of  a bit stream and to minimize 
the probability of  undetected errors received from a signal.

 To achieve the maximum SNR, we want to allow through all the 
signal frequency components, but to emphasize more on signal 
frequency components that are large and so contribute more to 
improving the overall SNR. 
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 The signal processor’s Main function is to treat echo energy 

preferentially with respect to interfering signals.

 Signal processing involves dividing the signal space into segments 

(bins) for range and Doppler.

 Two conditions them allow improvements in signal detectability:

 The target echo concentrates into a single bin whereas interference 

spread equally among all bins

 The target echo signal concentrates into one bin and the 

interference concentrates on the other.
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 Information and signal bandwidths:

• Signal bandwidth is required to transfer the signal form one point 
to another

• Information bandwidth is the rate of  information carried by the 
signal.

 Information capacity of  a communication channel:

• Information capacity of  a comm. channel is determined by both 
its bandwidth and by its signal to noise ratio.

• C = Blog2(1 + S/N)  bits

• C = information capacity

• B = signal bandwidth
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 Gain: 

◦ Ratio of  the signal processor’s output SIRo to its input SIRi.

◦ Alternate Definitions are.

 GP = Processing gain.

 B   =  Signal Bandwidth in Hz.

 RI =  Information bandwidth (bits per second).

 τ =  Processing Time
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 Mostly topics were discussed for introduction.

 Each Topic discussed in first two chapters will be discussed in 

details during remaining course.

 Next Chapter is about Radar Range Equation.

 First Assignment will be posted on group on coming WED.


